Breakhart section, Cotswold Cup trial 1954, on the rigid Sun.

CHAPTER 3

Though never a superstar, Bill
Faulkner enjoyed many years
competing on both two and three
wheels, and, although his ready
smile sometimes suggested he
was ‘taking it easy,’ he was a
top class performer during the
golden era of one-day trials.

BILL FAULKNER – FOR
THE LOVE OF THE SPORT

O

nce described by famous scribe Ralph Venables as being
“erratically brilliant,” there were few major national trials in the
1950s and ’60s where the name of WGR ‘Bill’ Faulkner didn’t

in my early teens I got involved in cycle speedway, but I’d been bitten

D1 Bantam which dad took from stock, and, along with my two pals

ISDT, the occasional outing on the scrambles track, and three eventful

should have become a motorcyclist was not surprising, as from an early
He takes up the story:

“During my school days I used to go down to the workshop and
‘get in the way,’ so when I left school it wasn’t too much of a surprise
when my dad told me he wouldn’t employ me, and I went to the local
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TOMMY BARKER – SCRAMBLING STAR

“BY THE TIME WE GOT
ROUND ON THE FIRST
LAP I’D OVERTAKEN
THE ENTIRE FIELD,
INCLUDING BILL
NICHOLSON ON HIS
WORKS BANTAM, AND
RAN OUT A CLEAR
WINNER”

43

Off-Road Giants!

Plenty of style from Nick and Dave Beavis on 007.

68

Trying hard on the factory Matchless: not his
most favoured machine.

“A BATTALION OF
RUSSIAN SOLDIERS
CAME MARCHING
DOWN THE TRACK,
SO TO AVOID THEM
SEEING ME I HASTILY
COVERED UP THE
BIKE WITH BRACKEN
AND LAY DOWN IN A
DITCH”

Clocking in behind a CZ rider during the ’64
ISDT in East Germany, where he won a gold
medal on the AMC factory single.
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Off-Road Giants!

Gordon (11) battling with Dave Gladwin at Leighton in March 1964.
(Courtesy Gordon Francis)
Comerford Cubs featured regularly in the results of major trials, but
“After watching a few sections I decided that trials looked like
a lot of fun, so I joined the local Weyburn club and a couple of weeks

or four seasons I was forced to ride my bike to the trials, which meant
awards in many of the important nationals, and the offer of a works

started to pick up a few open to centre awards, which earned me some
represent the Weyburn club in the centre team trial at Brands Hatch, but

ride for, and the agreement with Cobby was that they supplied the bike
anyone could ride it feet up, but of course some of the aces made it
numbers of trials and scrambles riders, which meant that Bill Brooker
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